Abstract. The chi calculus proposed several years ago enjoys some properties unknown from the experience with pi calculus, one of which is the ability to model concurrent computation without the use of prefix combinator. The atomic chi calculus studied in this paper is obtained from polyadic chi calculus by leaving out the prefix operator. This omission is impossible in the pi framework because it would render the input actions of pi useless. This paper focuses on complete systems of strong equivalence relations on finite atomic chi processes. The two equivalence relations investigated in this paper are strong bisimilarity and strong asynchronous bisimilarity. These bisimilarities are required to be closed under substitution on each bisimulation step. By exploring some properties enjoyed by the atomic chi calculus, it is shown that they coincide respectively with their ground counterparts. In the definitions of strong ground bisimilarity and strong asynchronous ground bisimilarity closure under substitution is not explicitly required. Based upon this fact complete systems are given for both relations. The axiomatic systems are novel in that they use none of the prefix, choice and match combinators.
Introduction
Operationally computations are achieved by substitutions. This is clear from λ-calculus, the canonical model for functional computation, and π-calculus, a model for concurrent computation. An abstraction term in λ-calculus is of the form λx.t. Semantically it is a function that yields t[s/x], the result of substituting s for x throughout t, when given s. This operational behaviour is formalized in the following β-reduction rule:
(λx.t)s → t[s/x]
The variable x in λx.t is bound. A bound name in a term can be replaced by a fresh name without affecting the meaning of the term. The input prefix operation of π-calculus ( [19] ) takes similar form as a(x).P . This is the process that can receive a channel name y through x and then proceeds as P [y/x]. The channel name x in a(x).P is bound. The semantics of a π-process in output prefix form ax.Q is different in that it is ready to emit a channel name x through a and then evolve as Q. In a(x).P and ax.Q we say that P and Q are the continuations of the processes. As opposed to the x in a(x).P , the channel name x in ax.Q is free. A communication between input prefix process and output prefix process can happen when they share common channel. Communications are formalized by labeled transitions as in the following example:
a(x).P |ay.Q The input and output processes differ in another aspect. In ax.Q the prefix operator act as a sequential combinator. It has no other function. On the other hand the prefix operator of a(x).P plays a double role. It is both a sequential operator and a binding combinator. Another binding combinator in π-calculus is the localization operator. In (x)P the component (x) localizes x to process P , meaning that the channel x can only be used within P . The localization operator adds a great deal of power to π-calculus.
The π-calculus is also called monadic π-calculus. The phrase 'monadic' indicates the fact that in a communication a process can emit or input only one channel at a time. In practice there is a need for processes to be able to send and receive a number of channels in one communication. The polyadic π-calculus extends the monadic π-calculus with this capacity ( [18] ). The input and output processes of the latter become respectively a(x).P and aỹ.Q in the former, wherẽ x andỹ stand for finite sequences of channel names. A communication in the polyadic version looks as follows:
a(x).P |aỹ.Q One of the applications of the polyadic π-calculus is in the computational interpretation of classical proof theory. Girard was the first to point out possible connections between classical linear logic and parallelism ( [13] ). Abramsky made an important step in relating cut eliminations in linear logic to communications in π-calculus ( [1] ). It was discovered in his work that the prefix operator plays no role in modeling the dynamics of the proof theory. This raises the question of if prefix operators are really necessary in a model for concurrent computation. The asynchronous π-calculus can be seen as a partial answer to the question ( [15, 3, 2] ), in which output actions do not have continuations. It has been shown that the language has enough expressive power to do what π-calculus can do. The algebraic theory of the asynchronous π-calculus is slightly different from that of π-calculus. For one thing the standard definition of barbed bisimilarity need be modified to take into account the asynchronous nature of the language. In some aspects the algebraic theory is also a little harder. For example axiomatization of weak equivalence on asynchronous π-processes is unknown. In the asynchronous π-calculus the input prefix operator remains the same as in the π-calculus. There is absolutely no way to remove the continuations away from the processes in input prefix form for that would have rendered the resultant language totally useless. The failure is due to the double role of the prefix operator mentioned above. The binding power of the operator would be reduced to none if there is nothing to bind over.
One solution to the problem is to disassociate the binding ability of the prefix operator from the sequentialization ability of the combinator. The χ-calculus proposed by present author ( [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ) is a process calculus that achieves just that. The processes in input and the output forms are unified as α [x] .P , where α could be either a or a and x is global. The binding power of the language is provided solely by the localization operator. So for instance the channel name x in (x)α[x].P is local. A communication in χ-calculus amounts to instantiating a local channel name by a global channel name or identifying two local channel names. The following two examples of reduction should provide some intuition:
Now in χ-calculus one can give up on continuations altogether. The language one obtains has the following abstract grammar:
in which !P is a replication process that provides potentially infinite copies of P . Unfortunately this language is too weak, the reason being that it lacks the ability to control the order of computations. A communication of the language transports only one token, which can be used either as a value or as control information but not both. This immediately suggests a solution: To abandon the prefix operator, one should work with a polyadic calculus. The polyadic χ-calculus has been studied by ). They call it Fusion Calculus.
The atomic χ-calculus studied in this paper is obtained from the polyadic χ-calculus by leaving out the prefix operator. The abstract syntax of the language is as follows:
The atomic χ-calculus has a great deal of control power. The following example suffices to demonstrate this point:
It is apparent that the order of the two communications can not be swapped. Using ideas embodied in the above example, one can show that the lazy λ-calculus can be interpreted in the atomic χ-calculus. This calculus was proposed by Laneve and Victor ([16] ). They call it Solos. However we will refer to the calculus as the atomic χ-calculus in the rest of the paper.
The theory of process calculus is mainly about algebraic properties of processes. Algebraic studies are based on equivalence relations, of which the most important ones are observational equivalences. The most well known observational equalities are the bisimulation equalities. Two processes are bisimilar if they can simulate each other's actions and evolve to two bisimilar processes. Bisimilarity equalities differ from one another in the extent actions can be observed. Another aspect of algebraic theory of process calculus is about axiomatic systems for congruence relations on processes. Each system consists of a set of conditional equations. A system should be both sound and complete in the sense that it derives equivalent and only equivalent processes with respect to the intended equality.
The focus of this paper is on algebraic theory of the atomic χ-calculus. Two bisimulation equivalence relations are investigated. They are strong bisimilarity and strong asynchronous bisimilarity. Like the situation in the asynchronous π-calculus the asynchronous bisimilarity takes care of some very special operational properties of the atomic χ-calculus. Let's see a typical example. Both bisimilarities are closed under substitution of channel names. Closure under substitution of channel names is a reasonable requirement in order to guarantee congruence property because channel names in a mobile process do get changed as results of process interactions. If one does not insist on the closure property, one gets what we call ground bisimilarity. Usually the ground bisimilarity is a much weaker relation. We will prove however that in atomic χ-calculus strong bisimilarity and strong asynchronous bisimilarity coincide respectively with strong ground bisimilarity and strong asynchronous ground bisimilarity. This is anticipated by the work of Amadio, Castellani and Sangiorgi on asynchronous π-calculus. This fact is then explored to study axiomatization problem for the two bisimilarities. Usually complete systems for congruence relations on mobile processes make heavy use of choice and match combinators, not to mention prefix operator. We give in this paper complete systems for the two strong bisimilarities. These systems are novel in that none of the prefix combinator, the choice combinator and the match combinator is used.
In [16] Laneve and Victor have shown how to encode some well-known process combinators in the atomic χ-calculus. These encodings are faithful with respect to some particular algebraic equivalences. Their results demonstrate to some extent the expressive power of the calculus. While we should emphasize the importance of the work of Laneve and Victor, we would also like to point out that the study in this paper is neither about the language per se nor about its expressiveness. It is about axiomatization of algebraic congruences with neither the choice combinator nor the prefix operator. Since the atomic χ-calculus, or Solos, is the only process calculus without the prefix combinator at the time of writing, it is the only framework one can work with at the moment.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 lays down some preliminaries. Section 3 introduces polyadic χ-calculus and some technical lemmas. The reason to go through the polyadic χ-calculus first is that most account of polyadic χ-calculus and the atomic χ-calculus are the same. The time spent on the former is worth the effort. Section 4 defines the semantics of the atomic χ-calculus and proves some crucial lemmas. Section 5 simplifies the definition of open bisimilarity by providing an alternative formulation in terms of ground bisimulation. Section 6 makes use of this result and gives a complete system for strong ground bisimilarity. Section 7 concludes with some final remarks.
Preliminaries
A process calculus needs to deal with substitutions. In polyadic calculus more care is called for since one has to use simultaneous substitutions. Also in polyadic calculus a channel must be assigned a sort to prevent confusion. This section introduces some notations and preliminary definitions for substitution and sorting.
Normal Substitution
All process calculi proposed so far are based upon the notion of channels. Processes communicate through channels. Usually a channel is used only as a token. Its sole identity is that it is distinct from any other channel. For this reason one often talks about channel names or simply names. Let N be a set of names, ranged over by lower case letters. Let N be the set of conames {x | x ∈ N }. Names and conames can be understood as the two ends of channels. Two processes can communicate if they are connected to the two ends of a same channel. The union N ∪ N will be ranged over by α.
A sequence of names is often abbreviated byx. Accordingly (x 1 ) · · · (x n )P is abbreviated by (x)P . The length ofx is denoted by |x|. A name might occur more than once in a name sequence. For example x, y, x is a name sequence. But when used as in (x)P , we always assume that all names occurring inx are pairwise distinct. Occasionally we think of a sequencex = x 1 , . . . , x n as the multi-set {x 1 , . . . , x n }. This is the case when we apply set theoretical operations on sequences of names. We will write {x} for the set that contains precisely the elements appeared inx. For instance ifx = yzy then {x} = {y, z}. When the elements ofx are pairwise distinct, the set {x} is also abbreviated tox.
A substitution σ is a function from N to N such that the set {x | x ∈ N , σ(x) = x} is finite. The domain of a substitution σ, denoted by dom(σ), is the set {x | x ∈ N , σ(x) = x}. The range of σ, rng(σ), is defined as the image of dom(σ). A substitution σ is often written as [y 1 /x 1 , . . . , y n /x n ] when dom(σ) = {x 1 , . . . , x n } and rng(σ) = {y 1 , . . . , y n }. This is the function defined as follows:
The identity function is the vacuous substitution. It will be denoted by []. The composition of two substitutions σ 1 and σ 2 , notation σ 1 σ 2 , is defined in terms of function composition: σ 1 σ 2 is function σ 1 followed by σ 2 . So P σ 1 σ 2 is (P σ 1 )σ 2 . For a set of names S, write σ −1 (S) for the set {x|σ(x) ∈ S}.
Suppose σ is defined as follows:
is a normal substitution. Define σ↑z to be the following function: 
On the other hand, the effect of a general substitution [y 1 /x 1 , . . . , y n /x n ] on a term is the same as that of the composition of a finite number of normal substitutions as [
where z 1 , . . . , z n are fresh names that do not occur in the term the substitution is applied to. Substitutions of the form [y/x] are called atomic substitutions.
Supposex = x 1 , . . . , x n andỹ = y 1 , . . . , y n are two name sequences of length n. Thenx=ỹ, which denotes x 1 = y 1 , . . . , x n = y n , induces an equivalence relation on N . Let σx =ỹ denote any chosen substitution that maps all elements of an equivalence class of the equivalence relation to a specific element of that class. Obviously σx =ỹ is a normal substitution.
Suppose x 1 , . . . , x n and y 1 , . . . , y n are name sequences of length n. We say that x 1 , . . . , x n and y 1 , . . . , y n are consistent if ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.x i =x j ⇔ y i =y j and that x 1 , . . . , x n are replaceable by y 1 , . . . , y n if ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.x i =x j ⇒ y i =y j . When {x 1 , . . . , x n } ∩ {y 1 , . . . , y n } = ∅ and x 1 , . . . , x n are replaceable by y 1 , . . . , y n , [y 1 /x 1 , . . . , y n /x n ] is a normal substitution.
Sorting
To avoid communication confusion, a name must be of some sort. The sort of a name indicates both the number of names it carries when communicating and the sorts of these names. The set N is partitioned into an infinite number of collections of names, each of which contains an infinite number of names. Each collection is called a subject sort. We write a : S to mean that a is of sort S. A nonempty tuple of sorts S 1 , . . . , S n is called an object sort. A sorting is a function Sort from the set of subject sorts to the set of object sorts. For each subject sort S the object sort Sort(S) declares the sorts of names associated to sort S. In the rest of this paper we fix a sorting function Sort.
Polyadic χ-Calculus
Parrow and Victor formulate the operational semantics in a late style. In this paper we use an early semantics.
The abstract syntax of polyadic χ-processes is given by the following BNF:
As usual 0 is the nil process that can do nothing. We will omit a trailing 0. P |Q is the process of composition form, where P and Q can evolve independently and communicate if they want to. In (x)P the name x is local, meaning that it can not been seen from outside. We will adopt the α-convention saying that a local name in a term can be replaced by a fresh name without changing its syntax. Let gn(P ) denote the set of global names, or nonlocal names, in P . The processes a[x].P and a [x] .P are in prefix form. Roughly they have to perform the prefix actions and then act as P . Both a[x 1 , . . . , x n ].P and a[x 1 , . . . , x n ].P must be wellsorted in the sense that x 1 : S 1 , . . . , x n : S n whenever Sort(a) = S 1 , . . . , S n . The set of polyadic χ-processes will be denoted by P.
In the labeled transition semantics two kinds of labels are used: the set of output actions is the set {(ỹ)α[x] |ỹ ⊆x whereỹ are pairwise distinct} and the set of updates {σx =ỹ | |x| = |ỹ|}
The latter set contains the empty substitution [] which will be denoted by τ . We now define formally the operational semantics. In the following formulation, symmetric rules have been omitted.
The side condition on Cmm is a bit involved. Here is an example of applying the rule:
In what follows, σx =ỹ will often be abbreviated to σ and [] −→ will always be simplified to τ −→. In other words τ is identified to [] when used as a label in the transitional semantics.
Two processes are strongly bisimilar if they can simulate each other's actions and evolve into processes that are still strongly bisimilar. In this approach all actions, whether they are internal or external, are treated with equal importance. The relation introduced in the following definition would be called strong open bisimilarity by some researchers. We will however simply call it strong bisimilarity. Definition 3. Suppose R is a symmetric binary relation on A. The relation R is a strong bisimulation if whenever P RQ then the following properties hold: (i) If P σ σx=ỹ −→ P (including the case when σx =ỹ = τ ) for a substitution σ then some Q exists such that Qσ σx=ỹ −→ Q and P RQ .
−→ P for a substitution σ then some Q andỹ exist such that
−→ Q , {ỹ} = {ỹ } and P RQ . The strong bisimilarity ∼ is the largest strong bisimulation.
The closure under substitution ensures that ∼ is a congruence relation. The proof of this fact is routine. The two processes (x)(y)a[x, y].P and (y)(
−→ P . In the two actions the order of the appearances of (x) and (y) are not the same. This explains the side condition in (ii) of the above definition.
Theorem 4. The strong bisimilarity is congruent.
In the rest of the section, we introduce some lemmas necessary to the development of the remaining paper.
Lemma 5. Suppose σ is a normal substitution. The following properties hold:
Proof. Both (i) and (ii) are proved by induction on the height of derivation.
(i) Suppose the last rule applied is Loc 2 . By induction hypothesis
Using the condition {zỹ}∩(dom(σ)∪rng(σ)) = ∅ one obtains that z ∈ {xσ}\{ỹ} and ασ ∈ {z, z}. Using Loc 2 , one has that
−→ P σ
(ii) Suppose the last rule applied is Cmm. By α-convention and (i)
By Cmm, one has (P |Q)σ ≡ P σ|Qσ
Suppose the last rule applied is Loc 1 . Then P σ σ xσ=ỹσ −→ P σσ xσ=ỹσ by induction hypothesis. Applying Loc 1 one obtains that (z)P σ σ xσ=ỹσ ↑z −→ P σσ xσ=ỹσ . We are done by observing that σ xσ=ỹσ ↑z = σ x σ=ỹ σ for somex andỹ and some chosen σ x σ=ỹ σ . As z ∈ gn(P σ), P σσ xσ=ỹσ = P σσ x σ=ỹ σ .
The reverse of the above lemma also holds.
Lemma 6. Suppose σ is a normal substitution. The following properties hold:
and P 1 such that P −→ P 1 and α = α σ,x =x σ and P ≡ P 1 σ.
(ii) If P σ σ1 −→ P is caused by a communication through a local name then P σx=ỹ −→ P 1 for somex,ỹ, σx =ỹ and P 1 such that σ 1 = σx σ=ỹσ and P ≡ P 1 σσx σ=ỹσ for some chosen σx σ=ỹσ .
Proof. This is a simple proof by induction on the height of derivation. 
A Process Calculus without Precedence
Almost all process calculi has prefix operator. But the role of the combinator has not been clarified. The main objective of having prefix operator is to impose causal dependency which is important to all computation models. Apart from using prefix operator, causality can be achieved by other means such as mobility. In the rest of the paper we investigate a process calculus without prefix operator. This model is obtained from the polyadic χ-calculus by simply removing the prefix operator. Its abstract syntax is as follows:
The operational semantics is that of the polyadic χ-calculus minus those concerned with the prefix combinator. In addition one needs th following rule:
where 0 is defined as (a)a[a] for some a of suitable sort. We will call this language atomic χ-calculus. The set of atomic χ-processes is denoted by A.
The atomic χ-calculus enjoys some properties not satisfied by the (polyadic) χ-calculus. For instance the two actions of
can be swapped as
After reordering the two actions are not necessarily the same as the original ones. Some modifications are necessary. But the actions are incurred by the same components, so to speak, as the original ones. For another example one notices that
can be reordered as
The drop of prefix operator allows one to rearrange the order of actions in many occasions. The next lemma deals with two situations.
Lemma 8. The following properties hold:
−→ P , wherẽ y =ỹ \ dom(σ).
−→ P such thatz =ỹ ∪ ({x } ∩ỹ) andz =ỹ \ {x }.
Proof. The proof is carried out by induction on the height of derivation. There are several cases:
-P is of form P 1 |P 2 . If the two actions are caused solely by either P 1 or P 2 individually then apply the induction hypothesis. Otherwiseỹ
−→ P 1 σ|P 2 ≡ P by Lemma 5.
-P is of the form (v)P 1 . There are several subcases:
−→ P 1 , wherẽ
−→ σ −→ P 1 such that v ∈ {x}, v ∈ dom(σ ) and σ = σ ↑v. By assumption σ −1 (ỹ∩rng(σ)) ⊆ỹ. So (σ ) −1 (ỹ∩ rng(σ )) ⊆ỹv. There are two further subcases: (a) (σ )(v) ∈ỹ. Then (σ ) −1 (ỹ ∩ rng(σ )) ⊆ỹ. By induction hypothesis,
Let σ 1 be defined as follows:
By α-conversion and Lemma 5, one obtains
Now σ↑ỹ = (σ ↑v)↑ỹ = σ 1 ↑ỹ andxσ =xσ. Therefore
It also follows fromỹ =ỹ \ dom(σ 1 ) that zỹ =ỹ \ dom(σ).
−→ σ −→ P such thatỹ =ỹ v and v ∈ dom(σ). By assumption σ −1 (ỹ ∩ rng(σ)) ⊆ỹ. So σ −1 (ỹ ∩ rng(σ)) ⊆ỹ. The rest of the proof is similar to the subcase 2.
−→ P such that y =ỹ \ dom(σ). It follows from the assumption σ −1 (ỹ ∩ rng(σ)) ⊆ỹ
−→ P . It is clear that vỹ =ỹ v \ dom(σ).
-P is of the form !P 1 . Then
−→ σ −→ P and σ −1 (ỹ ∩ rng(σ)) ⊆ỹ.
By induction hypothesis P
−→ P such thatỹ =ỹ \ dom(σ).
This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) The proof is similar.
Proof. This is a special case of Lemma 8.
In polyadic χ-calculus P −→ P . This is one of the virtues of working without prefix operator. On the other hand if the communication P τ −→ P takes place through a global name a then it can be decomposed as it were into two output actions with both subject names being a. The next lemma generalizes this observation to updates.
Lemma 10. The following properties hold:
−→ P 1 then there exist somew, σx =ỹ and P such that P σx=ỹ↑ũṽ −→ P , (w)(P 1 σx =ỹ ) ∼ P ,w = rng(σx =ỹ ) ∩ũṽ and (σx =ỹ ) −1 (w) ⊆ũṽ.
(ii) If P σ −→ P is caused by a communication through a global name a then there exist somex,ỹ,ũ,ṽ,w, σx =ỹ , P 1 and
−→ P 1 . We prove by induction on the height of derivation.
-P is of the form α[z]. This case is impossible.
−→ A for some chosen σx =ỹ and A and (w)(A 1 σx =ỹ ) ∼ A for somew such thatw = rng(σx =ỹ ) ∩ũṽ and (σx =ỹ )
-P is of the form A 1 |A 2 and the two consecutive actions P
−→ P 1 are performed by A 1 and A 2 respectively. We are done by applying Cmm.
-P is of the form (z)A and z ∈xỹ. This case is simple.
-P is of the form (z)A and z ∈x.
By induction hypothesis, A σx=ỹ↑ũ ṽ −→ P and (w)(P 1 σx =ỹ ) ∼ P for some chosen σx =ỹ and for somew such thatw = rng(σx =ỹ ) ∩ũṽ and (σx =ỹ ) −1 (w) ⊆ uṽ. There are two subcases:
−→ P 1 and P σx=ỹ↑ũṽ −→ P . There is nothing more to be proved.
• z ∈ rng(σx =ỹ ). Then P
−→ P 1 and P σx=ỹ↑ũṽ −→ (z)P . Now clearly (wz)(P 1 σx =ỹ ) ∼ (z)P . So this case is fine as well.
-P is of the form (z)A and z ∈ỹ. The situation is similar to the above case.
-P is of the form !P 1 . Use induction hypothesis.
Suppose P σ −→ P is caused by a communication through a global name a. The the following proof goes by structural induction.
-P is of the form A 1 |A 2 . If the update action is caused solely by either A 1 or A 2 , then apply induction hypothesis. If the update action is caused by
−→ A 2 , thenũ ∩ṽ = ∅ by α-convention. We are done by applying Cmm-rule.
-P is of the form (z)A 1 . There are two subcases:
. By induction hypothesis, there exist some a, x,ỹ,ũ,ṽ,w, σx =ỹ , B 1 and
σ ) and σ = σ ↑z. By induction hypothesis, there exist some a,x,ỹ, u,ṽ,w, σx =ỹ , B 1 and
−→ B 1 . In either case σ = σ ↑z = σx =ỹ ↑ũṽz. It is also obvious thatw = rng(σx =ỹ ) ∩ũṽz and (σx =ỹ ) −1 (w) ⊆ũṽz. -P is of the form !P 1 . Use induction hypothesis.
This completes the proof.
The next lemma spells out another property enjoyed by atomic χ-calculus. It is not satisfied by the polyadic χ-calculus.
Proof. The proof is carried out by structural induction.
-P is of the form P 1 |P 2 and P
Ground Bisimilarity for Atomic χ-Calculus
In the study of asynchronous π-calculus it was observed that ground bisimilarity is closed under substitution and therefore is a congruence relation. This is significant in view of the fact that the ground bisimilarity for the π-calculus is not closed under substitution. This closure property is essentially due to three facts for the asynchronous language. The first is that a communication through a global name can be decomposed into an output action followed immediately by an input action. The second is that the ability to communicate through a local name is not affected by substitution. And the third is the property that P δ −→ P implies P σ δσ −→ P σ for all substitution σ. All the three properties hold of the atomic χ-calculus. Therefore it should not come as a surprise that strong bisimilarity is equivalent to its ground counterpart. Compared with the situation in the asynchronous π-calculus, additional attention should be paid to update actions in atomic χ-calculus. Definition 12. Suppose R is a symmetric binary relation on A. The relation R is a strong ground bisimulation if whenever P RQ then the following properties hold:
−→ Q RP and {ỹ} = {ỹ }. The strong ground bisimilarity, notation ∼ g , is the largest strong ground bisimulation.
The next result is crucial to axiomatization of the strong bisimilarity.
Theorem 13. ∼ g is the same as ∼.
Proof. It is obvious that ∼⊆∼ g . For the reverse inclusion we prove that R def = {(P σ, Qσ) | P ∼ g Q and σ is a substitution} is a strong bisimulation. Since a substitution is the composition of a finite number of normal substitutions, we may consider normal substitutions only. Suppose P ∼ g Q and σ is a normal substitution. There are three cases:
−→ P . By Lemma 10, there must exist some b,x and P 1 such that
−→ P 1 , bσ = a,x σ =x and
−→ P is caused by an interaction through global name a. By Lemma 10, there exist somex,ỹ,ũ,ṽ,w, σx =ỹ , P 1 and P 1 such that P σ
−→ A 1 for some a , a ,x and y such thatx σ =x,ỹ σ =ỹ, a = a σ = a σ and
−→ P is caused by an interaction through a local name. By Lemma 6, P σx=ỹ −→ P 1 for some σx =ỹ and P 1 such that σx σ=ỹσ = σ 1 and P 1 σσx σ=ỹσ ≡ P . By definition some Q 1 exists such that
Conclude that R is a strong bisimulation up to ∼ and localization. It is then easy to show that R is included in the strong bisimilarity.
Similarly one can introduce strong asynchronous ground bisimilarity. This bisimilarity formalizes the intuition that (x)(a[x]|a[x]) should be equivalent to (a)(x)(a[x]|a[x]). Definition 14. Suppose R is a symmetric binary relation on A. The relation R is a strong asynchronous ground bisimulation if it satisfies the following property:
−→ P and |ỹ| < |x| then Q andỹ exist such that Q −→ Q RP and {ỹ} = {ỹ }.
−→ P and |ỹ| = |x| then Q exists such that one of the following properties holds:
−→ Q RP and |ỹ | = |x|.
-Q τ −→ Q and some P exists such that P Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 13.
It follows that ∼ a g is a congruence relation. If in Definition 14 we have required the relation to be closed under substitution we would get strong asynchronous bisimilarity ∼ a . Theorem 15 says that the strong asynchronous bisimilarity is the same as the strong asynchronous ground bisimilarity.
Axiomatization in the Absence of Prefix, Summation and Match Combinators
The problems of axiomatization for equivalences on mobile processes are much more interesting than those in CCS. Extra effort is necessary to deal with mobility in an interleaving scenario. For that purpose match combinator is introduced in π-calculus. Together with the prefix and the summation combinators, the match operator retains the mobility when converting a concurrent process to a nondeterministic process. All the three operators, prefix, summation and match combinators, play crucial role in axiomatic treatment of π-calculus.
In [2] the authors have given a complete system for strong ground bisimilarity on finite asynchronous π-processes. The axiomatization uses restricted forms of prefix and summation operators. The match operator is not necessary.
In this section we make an initial step towards an axiomatic theory of atomic χ-calculus. We will be focusing on the strong bisimilarity and strong asynchronous bisimilarity. Our treatment is novel in that it uses none of the prefix combinator, the summation combinator and the match combinator.
Let P 1 , . . . , P n be n atomic χ-processes. We will write
We say thatx are the global name occurrences in P if the sequence of all the occurrences of global names appeared in P from left to right isx. We say thatx are the local name occurrences in P if the sequence of all the occurrences of local names appeared in P from left to right isx. Local name occurrences ignore the names appeared in localization operators. For instance the global name occurrences of (x)(a . . ,x n are the global name occurrences in P 1 , . . . , P n respectively andb 1 , . . . ,b n are the local name occurrences in P 1 , . . . , P n respectively. Suppose further thatz 1 , . . . ,z n andd 1 , . . . ,d n are pairwise distinct fresh names such that |z 1 | = |x 1 |, . . . , |z n | = |x n | and |d 1 | = |b 1 |, . . . , |d n | = |b n |. Letc i , for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, be obtained from b i by removing repetitive occurrences. It follows that {c i } = {b i } andc i are pairwise distinct. Abbreviatex 1 . . .x n ,b 1 . . .b n ,z 1 . . .z n ,d 1 . . .d n andc 1 . . .c n  byx,b,z,d andc respectively. Letṽ 1 , . . . ,ṽ n andw 1 , . . . ,w n be sequences of names such that |ṽ 1 | = |w 1 |, . . . , |ṽ n | = |w n | and letṽ 1 . . .ṽ n ,w 1 . . .w n be abbreviated respectively byṽ andw. We will write n i=1 [ṽ i =w i ].P i for the following atomic χ-process:
where e is a fresh name, a is fresh with suitable sort and P i [z idi ], for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, is P i obtained by removing all the localization operators in P i and replacing the global name occurrencesx i byz i and local name occurrencesb i bỹ The reason to introduce a lot of fresh names in
.P i can not perform any other actions. To conform to the standard notation we will often write
We write . . . + P i + . . . for instance when we want to emphasize particular summand(s) of Let ASA be the set of axioms given in Figure 1 together with the following expansion law (x)( i∈{1,...,n}
where for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} either α i ∈x or α i ∈x. Let AS be ASA \ {A}. We will write AS P = Q to mean that the equality P = Q is derivable from the rules and axioms of AS. When no confusion arises, we simply write P = Q. We will also write P R = Q to indicate that R is the major axiom applied to derive P = Q. The meaning of ASA P = Q is similar.
Lemma 16. If P is finite and P
Proof. This is a simple proof by structural induction.
A process P is in normal form if it is of the form
such that the following conditions hold:
3. There is an enumeration i 1 , . . . , i n of {1, . . . , n} such that
[ṽ j =w j ].P j for someỹ 1 , . . . ,ỹ n withx =ỹ 1 . . .ỹ n . When |x| = 0 and m = n = 0 the normal form is 0.
Lemma 17. Every finite atomic χ-process is provably equal in AS to a normal form process.
Proof. Suppose P is a finite atomic χ-process. Then P
−→ P , for n ≥ 0, such that all subject names in P are local. By (ii) of Lemma 8 the process P is not affected if (
are performed in a different order as long as it is legal. By C-axioms, L-axioms and Lemma 16, one derives that
we can use the L-laws and S5 to push (y) inwards. So we may assume that {ỹ
Apply the expansion law and S5 to P , one gets
For each j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, P j is structurally simpler than P . So we can use induction hypothesis on P j .
We are now in a position to prove completeness theorems.
Theorem 18. AS is sound and complete for ∼ g .
Proof. The soundness can be easily verified. Suppose P ∼ g Q. By Lemma 17, we can assume that both P and Q are in normal form. Let P be [ṽ j =w j ].P j whereṽ j =ṽ j ,w j =w j , P j ≡ P j , for j ∈ {1, . . . , m},ṽ m+1 andw m+1 are empty sequence, and P m+1 is
